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Staff Report
Welfare recipients would be tested for drugs and those found positive would lose their benefits under a proposal that is encountering
strong opposition in Kentucky.
State Rep. Melvin Henley, D-Murray, said he filed legislation to
require the drug tests in response to concerns raised by workingclass constituents in his western Kentucky district.
"It makes sense to a person who has to work for a living and has
to undergo drug testing and who sees people on welfare who don't
have to abide by any rules," Henley said.
Critics contend the legislation is unconstitutional and that it would have unintended victims —
• children. "Welfare is for the children, and so if
you're doing such a thing you're punishing the
children," said John Rosenberg,former head of the
Appalachian Research and Defense Fund in
Prestonsburg. "I don't think that's what we really
want to do."
Henley's response to the critics?
"If you have people drawing welfare money
Henley
that have children in the home, the money is probably being spent on drugs and not on the children anyway," he said
in an interview with the Ledger & Times. "At least if this bill were
to pass, it would force them into a drug rehab program, which I think
would be positive for the children."
Michigan briefly required drug tests for welfare recipients in
1999, but was ordered by a federal judge to stop just weeks into the
program when the American Civil Liberties Union filed suit. After a
federal appeals court in Cincinnati ruled the law unconstitutional in
2003, Michigan officials reached an out-of-court settlement with the
ACLU, agreeing to stop the drug-testing program.
Henley said he wanted to pursue the issue in Kentucky even
•See Page 2A
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on Murray State University's campus was host to
BOATS, BOATS AND MORE BOATS: The Regional Special Events Center
Sunday. People were able to look at the boats
and
Saturday
Friday,
Show
Outdoor
and
the 24th annual West Kentucky Boat
5.000-7,000 attended the show.
on display and purchase items from local vendors on the upper level. Between
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Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Barack Obama D-111.,
center, links arms with Rev. Raphael Warnock, left, and assoe"
ciate pastor Shanan Jones as they sing "We Shall Overcom
during a church service at Ebenezer Baptist Church, Sunday
in Atlanta.
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Obama appeals for
unity at King's church
By The Associated Press
to
ATLANTA (AP) — Barack Obama called Sunday for unity
of
overcome the country's problems and acknowledged that "none
Hillary
our hands are clean" when it comes to healing divisions.
Rodham Clinton picked up a Harlem church leader's endorsement.
Heading into the most racially diverse contest yet in the presidential campaign, Obama took to the pulpit at Martin Luther King Jr.'s
Ebenezer Baptist Church on the eve of the federal holiday marking
on
the civil rights hero's birth 79 years ago. He based his speech

•See Page 2A
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Special to the Ledger
Licensed drivers in Calloway
County once again showed their
support of organ donation by
being "above average" in donating an extra dollar to the
Kentucky Circuit Court Clerks
Trust For Life when renewing
their driver's licenses in 2007.
Many Calloway County residents also placed their names on
the new Kentucky Organ Donor
Registry at the same time.
According to the Trust For
Life, Calloway Circuit Court
Clerk Linda Avery's office collected the donated $1 from 48.4
percent of those obtaining their
dnvers licenses last year. The
average number of drivers who
donated $1 when they got their
new or renewed licenses in
Kentucky's 120 counties was
41.6 percent. And since May 15,
when it was added to the drivers
license process, 1,686 county
residents have placed their
names on the donor registry.
"Linda Avery and her staff
should be very proud of their
efforts in collecting the $1 donations and in adding names to the
donor registry," said Trust
President Doug Hall, who is
also the Floyd Circuit Clerk.
The Trust For Life was created by the Kentucky Circuit
Court Clerks Association and
the state legislature in 1992 to
collect the $1 at driver's license
counters to fund a year-round
education and promotion effort
to encourage all Kentuckians to
be organ and tissue donors so
that others might live. They

•See Page 2A
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performs in front of judges and a
CONCERT COMPETITION: Wesley Skinner of Paducah
Competition held in the Farrell
Artist
Young
small audience during the Paducah Symphony
y's campus Saturday morning.
Universit
State
Murray
on
Recital Hall in the Fine Arts building
and won in the instrumencello
the
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Mark,
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Murray Police Department
-Extra patrol was sent to Woodman of the World Thursday on
North 4th Street in reference to theft of copper from air conditioners at Woodman of the World camp
-Possession of a forged check was reported at Regions Bank
North at 3 07 p m
-A theft was reported at 1641 Hamilton Ave. at 5:31 p.m
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-A burglary was reported at Schwartz Road Thursday at 8:17
em
-A gas drive-off was reported at the C-Mart in Hazel at 7:55 p.m.
-A burglary was reported on Watson Road Friday at 9:55 a.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Blood River Road
at 11'22 p m
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Ky 80 and
VanCleave Road Sunday at 1.35 p.m
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on U S 641 South
at 6'10 pm
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
-Cory S O'Neill, 22, of Hardin was charged with possession of
marijuana Monday at 954 p.m after Deputy Kelly Drew stopped
O'Neill for a traffic violation on Trout Lane A bag of marijuana
was located in O'Neill's pants pocket. O'Neill was cited to appear
rn Marshall District Court Feb. 4
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

tare benefits. He said Michigan
is the only state that attempted
it.
-The courts have ruled that it
would be illegal." Boyd said.
"Every other state has rejected it
as too costly. And studies have
proved that it's not effective in
reducing drug abuse."
Henley said he hasn't given
up all hope for the bill. "It's difficult to get a controversial bill
through the legislature. But you
never know. We'll just have to
wait and see."
"Controversy is good," he
added. "It gets people to think
about the problems and until
they notice it. they have no
thoughts about it."

though it tailed in Michigan.
"I've gotten a number of
complaints from constituents
wondenng why they have to be
drug tested to maintain a job and
people on public assistance are
free to do as they please," he
said. "They don't feel that it's
fair, and I tend to agree."
"I'm certainly not insinuating
that everybody on welfare is on
drugs,- Henley added. "We
have some who are, I would
imagine, just as we have some
working people who are."
The measure is languishing
in the House Health and Welfare
Committee.
Committee
Chairman Tom Burch. •
Louisville, said he doesn't
intend to call it up for consider
ation.
"I don't think it's a good hill.
and I don't think the intention
behind it is good,- Burch said.
-Let's get treatment for the perAdds Jeff Crane, an adjunct
son rather than penalize the
who teaches two art courses at
whole family.SUNY-New Paltz: 'There's this
Vikki Franklin, -"spiii-6= tendency to turn a blind eye to
woman for the Cabinet for things like that and not make
Health and Family Services, those kinds of equations"
said her agency is still reviewOf course, some adjuncts
ing the bill and hasn't taken a have other jobs and like working
position for or against it.
part-time. But many are
Graham Boyd, director of adjuncts by necessity. Crane. an
ACLU's Drug Law Reform artist, says he likes working
Project. said Kentucky would part-time so he can paint. but
become the only state in the thinks he should he paid equination that requires drug testing tably. He earns about S5.200 per
as a requirement to receive wet- semester for teaching two cours-

NOTICE
S The Murray State
University Board of Regents
Finance Committee and
Building
and
Grounds
Committee will hold a joint
special meeting Tuesday at 5
p m in the Mississippi Room
in the Curns Center on Murray
State's campus Items on the
agenda include the discussion
of repair and minor renovation
of instructional spaces, the
campus master plan draft,
farm acquisition and extended
campuses
IN To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

The national average for fullnine assistant professors is
about 4.60,(XX). and SI(100X1
once they get tenure. Crane says
many of his colleagues work
mostly for the health insurance.
which, unlike many places. New
Pali, offers to adjuncts.
-Teitelbaum is quick to point

UK sti
about
King's quote that -Unity is the great need of
the hour."
-The divisions, the stereotypes, the
scapegoating, the ease with which we blame
the plight of ourselves on others, all of that
distracts us from the common challenges we
face: war and poverty; inequality and injustice," Obama said."We can no longer afford
to build ourselves up by tearing each other
down. We can no longer afford to traffic in
lies or fear or hate. It is the poison that we
must purge from our politics; the wall that
we must tear down before the hour grows
too late."
In New York, at the Abyssinian Baptist
Church in Harlem, Clinton told how she had
traveled years ago with her church youth
group to hear him speak.
"It was a transforming experience for
me." Clinton said. "He made it very clear
that the civil rights movement was about
economic justice."
A day earlier. Clinton defeated Obama in
Nevada's caucuses and the two challengers
are looking ahead to South Carolina, where
the Democratic primary is Saturday. The
state is the first where a large number of
black voters will participate, and Obama
needs a win to remain a front-runner in the
race for the party's presidential nomination.
He won the leadoff contest in Iowa, and lost
New Hampshire and Nevada to Clinton.
Obama is counting on blacks to stick
with him despite his losing two in a row to
Clinton. He lost Nevada despite winning 83
percent of blacks, who made up 15 percent
of the total vote. In South Carolina, they are
expected to make up at least half the
turnout.,
Obama's campaign has worked to overcome concerns among black voters that he
wouldn't be able to win an election in white
America. But his poll numbers leaped
among blacks after his victory in practically
all-white Iowa.
-I understand that many of you are still a
little skeptical." Mama said Friday night at

out New York may have good
reasons to add doctoral students.
They will help improve the
state's standing in the research
sector, and of course, many may
find work in the private sector.
But if they come seeking
lull-time professonal jobs, some
will be disappointed.
It's well known that jobs in.
say. philosophy. are rare. Even
at the very top doctoral programs, only one in 10 who start
will end up teaching at an elite
research university, according to
Brian Leiter. whose blog
-Philosophical Gourmet" tracks
the field. In fields like history,
recent numbers show the market
improving, and there will be
more jobs as baby' bcibmers
retire. But some fields like
American and European history
still have such a surplus that
even community colleges now
commonly look only at candidates with a doctoral degree.
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A supporter of Democratic presidential hopeful, Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, DN.Y., left, has words with a woman holding an Obama '08 sign outside the
Abyssinian Baptist Church in New York's Harlem section Sunday.
a King banquet in Las Vegas. "But not as
skeptical as you were before Iowa.
Sometimes it takes other folks before we
believe ourselves."
He said in an interview with the Rev.
Jesse Jackson on WVON-AM in Chicago
that South Carolina is "absolutely critical to
our success.After appearing in Harlem, Clinton
picked up the endorsement of the Rev.
Calvin Butts. As dozens of Obama supporters shouted "Harlem for Obama," Clinton's
supporters tried to drown them out by shouting "Hil-la-ry!"
Clinton spoke warmly of her opponent
saying, "I recognize what a challenging
choice this is.Obama's and Clinton's campaigns
engaged in several days of back and forth

It's not just humanities.
Groups such as the Business
Roundtable have grabbed headlines with urgent warnings about
the need to ramp up production
of Amencan scientists. In fact.
Teitelbaum testified to Congress
last year. there is no evidence of
a shortage of scientists and engineers — particularly on the
Ph.D. track.
In the life sciences. the U.S.
is awarding twice as many doctorates as two decades ago, but
has no more faculty jobs,
according to one recent study
that prompted the journal Nature
to editorialize that "too many'
graduate schools may be preparing too many students." A 1998
National Research Council
made much the same warning.
Nonetheless,
universities
keep flooding the academic
pipeline.
The latest federal data show
about 45.6(X) Ph.D., were award-
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GREG TRAVISiLedger & Times
TECH TRAINING: Students from Murray High School and Calloway County High School listen as Dee Minter, left, with the Amencan Red Cross, explains the many uses for the chapter's
Disaster Relief Vehicle Cindy Wise, RN and Health Services Instructor at the M-CC "Kentucky
Tech" Technology Center, said the students have been participating in Red Cross training for
several days Pictured above, from left, are. Minter: Sarah Bryan; Randi Little, Kayla Heppe:
Kelsey Weaver. and Lee Ann Dillon. Assisting Minter was Jan Erkman, of the local Red Cross
chapter
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after some interpreted her comments about .
King as minimizing his role in the passage.'
of landmark civil rights legislation. She was
also criticized when some of her supporters
pointed out that Obama admitted to using
cocaine and smoking marijuana as a youth.
The two candidates called a truce on the
racially tinged debate last week.
Obama himself brought up the drug use
as he talked about why he has built a cam- •
paign on hope.
"The odds of me standing here today are
so small, so remote that I couldn't have gotten here without some hope," he said to
shouts of support from the audience." My
daddy left me when I was 2 years old. ... I
got in trouble when I was a teenager, got .
into some things that people now like to talk
about. I needed some hope to get here."

ed in 2005-21k6, 5.1 percent
higher than the year before. It
was the fourth straight increase
and tied for the highest percentage gain since 1971.
Faculty like having graduate
students around. They're good
intellectual companions, and
they bolster a professor's
research efforts.
Particularly in the sciences,
they also often come with funding from sources such as the
National Institutes of Health,
which doubled its budget
between 1998 and 2003.
But funding usually leads to
more slots for graduate students,
not for professors. That's why
the percentage of science Ph.D.s
moving on to "post-docs"(tem- better. And when qualified stuporary university posts where dents'come to a university —
they do research while continu- particularly a public one — it
ing to apply for faculty jobs) is can be hard to justify refusing
surging — from 43 percent to 70 them the education they say they
percent in physics, for instance, want.
in just a few years.
But if public universities
Of course, universities could (and really that means legislacut back on using adjuncts and tures and taxpayers) won't pony "
pony up for better wages and up for more full-time faculty,
more full-time jobs. Some. like higher education will have to
Rutgers in New Jersey, have take more responsibility for its.
agreed to add tenure-track posi- role in creating the oversupply
tions, and the American problem.
Federation of Teachers is push"We have flooded the labor
ing for legislation in II states to market with Ph.Ds who can't get "
require more teaching come jobs doing what they've been
from full-timers.
trained to do," said Cat Warren,
But with universities already a North Carolina State English;
under fire for skyrocketing professor and state American,
pnces, it's probably unrealistic Association
of University
to expect most will pay more Professors leader, who recently
than the going rate for a captive gave a talk to graduate students
labor pool.
at nearby Duke warning them to
Saying "no" to students defi- he realistic. "I think we have to
nitely isn't easy. If education is think very hard about that."
good, it seems to follow more is
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registering on Kentucky's new
Organ Donor Registry when:
were also very instrumental in they go to the Circuit Clerks'
establishing the new Kentucky offices to renew. Or they can:
Organ Donor Registry.
access the registry by visiting
Currently more than 770 www.DonateLifeKY.org. The:
Kentuckians are on waiting lists registration process is quick.:
for lifesaving organ. transplants easy and secure. The clerks and
and many more heed life- the Trust encourage everyone to
enhancing procedures requinng tell their families of their decidonated tissue like corneas, sion.
heart valves and veins. Many of
For more information about.
these patients will die waiting.
the Trust and the Organ Donor
Any Kentucky resident with Registry,
call
toll-free
a valid state dnver's license or (866)945-5433 or visit the TFL
state ID can now make their web
site
at
wishes to be a donor known by www.trustforlifeorg.
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UK still dealing with false rumor
ust teaching
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(AP) — University of Kentucky officials are
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Holocaust
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First bills
Bills that would strengthen ethics standards in the Executive Branch. require public schools to adopt anti-bullying
policies and give public colleges and universities more
fimuicing options were among the first to be passed out of
House committees this session during the second week of
the 200N Regular Session in Frankfort.
Now before the full House, this legislation is among a growing number of
bills and resolutions that are expected to
be brought to a vote on the House floor
in coming days.
The ethics changes proposed in House
Bill 250 were unanimously approved by
the House State Government Committee,
on which I serve. Thursday. Some of the
proposed changes include expanding the
state's. Executive Branch ethics code to
cover all salaried boards and the state's
75 policy making and regulatory panels.
Legislative prohibiting public servants from using
their position with the •state to find other
Update
employment, and better disclosure of conBy Rep Melvin tributors to public officials' legal
defense
Henley
funds.
D-Murray
The anti-bullying measure Mouse Bill
9), is similar to bills that have passed
the House in past sessions yet stalled in
the Senate. It was passed by the House Education Committee
on Tuesday. along with House Joint Resolution 6. which
would require a state work group to design school COUINes
on the Jewish Holocaust for use in public schools. Should
111R 6 pass into law, the new curnculum would be available
to teachers by the 2(X)9-2010 school year.
The ItlIpOrtiffICC of public schools and higher education in
Kentucky was recognized by Gov. Steve Beshear in his State
of the Commonwealth address last Monday. although he
admitted that the current budget crisis will impact the state's
ability to make *major new investments" in some areas. Pan
of the problem. he said, is that Kentucky is not adequately.
prepared to compete in the global economy.
By making state government more efficient and 're-engineenng• the state economy from within, the governor told a
loin( session of the House and Senate, more revenue will •
become available for education, job training, health care and
even the state retirement systems, which now face at an estimated S20 billion in unfunded liabilities.
A clearer understanding of our budget situation will
emerge later this month when Gov. Beshear presents his proposed spending plan to the entire General Assembly. Work
on the budget bill, which must originate in the House. will
begin in earnest soon after we receive his budget Proposal.
We remain hopeful we can craft a budget that protects
knitting for both elementary and secondary education, as Well
LIS postsecondary education, as much as possible. Some lawmakers are even looking at different options for funding at
the postsecondary level specifically steps that would give our
public colleges and universities more financial flexibility to
meet their needs. Doing so. they believe, could lessen the ill
camas of the budget crunch on higher education, and make
it possible for universities to carry through with projects that
might otherwise he put on hold.
the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee
approved two hills last .ruesday that would help accomplish
this House Bill Ill would allow colleges and universities
to issue revenue bonds for capital projects if they cover All
the bond costs The second hill. 14)3 177, would allow the
schools to undertake capital projects funded with cashrestricted funds approsed by the schools governing boards
and the Sijie without prior state legislative approval.
Bills 'similar to 1113 1.11.11.1%e passed the House in past
sessions only to stall in the Senate It is possible that the
current budget situation will give lawmakers in both chambers more incentise to consider the legislation -- As Well as
1113 177 -- hut of course that remains to be seen.
The lull House also passed its first bills of the 2008- session this week, including a tinancial literacy hill that would
require public postsecondar!, institutions to pros isle niaterials
on management of credit card and other debt to new undergraduates That legislation. 1111 51, passed by a vote of 914)
.ind was sent to the Senate where hundreds of other House
hills will be considered by session's end
You can stay informed of legislative action on bills of
interest to you this session by logging onto the Legislative
Research Commission sadismtc at www Irc.ky.gov of by calling the I.RC toll-free Bill Status Line at 866-840-2835. To
find out when a committee meeting is scheduled, you can
call the 1.KC toll-tree Meeting Information Line at $(X)-6 It you would like to share !tour comments Of concerns
.with me or another legislator about a particular bill under
consideration this session, you can call the toll-free Legislative Message Line at 8011-372-7181. You can also contact me
at melvinrirmels inhenley.com or by writing me at 432C,
Capitol Annex. 720 Capitol Avcnuc, Frankfort, KY. 40601.
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Is MLK's legacy lost?
By DEEPTI HAJELA
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK 1AP) —
Nearly 44) years after the
assassination of the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr.. some
say his legacy is being
frozen in a moment in time
that ignores the full complexity of the man and his
message.
"Everyone knows — even
the smallest kid knows about
Martin Luther King — can
Say his most famous moment
Was that 'I have a dream'
speech." said Henry Louis
Taylor Jr.. professor of urban
and regional planning at the
University of Buffalo. "No
one can go further than one
sentence. All we know is
that this guy had a dream.
We don't know what that
dream was."
King was working on
anti-poverty and anti-war
issues at the time of his
death. He had spoken out
against the Vietnam War and
was in Memphis when he
WAS killed in April 1968 in
support of striking sanitation
workers.
King had come a long
way from the crowds who
.cheered him at the 1463
March'on Washington: when
he was introduced as "the
moral leader of our nation"
and %alien he pronounced
"I have a dream" on the
steps of the Lincoln Memonii).
By taking on issues outside segregation. he had lost
the support of many newspapers and magazines, and his
relationship with the White
House had suffered, said
Harvard Sara. a professor
of history at the University
of New Hampshire who has

written a recently published
book on King.
"He was considered by
many to be a pariah."
Sitkoff said.
But he took on issues of
poverty and militarism
because he considered them
vital "to make equality
something real and not just
racial brothertaxid but equality in fact." Sitkoff said.
Scholarly study of King
hasn't translated into the
popular perception of him
and the civil rights movement, said Richard Greenwald, professor of history at
Drew University.
"We're living increasingly
in a culture of top 10 lists.
of celebrity biopics which
simplify the past as entertainment or mythology," he
said. "We lose a view on
what real leadership is by
compressing him down to
one window."
That does a disservice to
both King and society, said
Melissa Harris-Lacewell, professor of politics and
African-American studies at
Pnnceton University.
By freezing him at that
point, by putting him on a
pedestal of perfection that
doesn't acknowledge his
complex views. "it makes it
impossible both for us to
find new leaders and for us
to aspire to leadership." Harris-Lacewell said.
She believes it's important
for Americans in 2008 to
remember how disliked King
was before his death in
April 1968.
"If we forget that, then it
seems like the only people
we can get behind must be
popular," Harris-Lacewell
said. "Following King meant
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. acknowledges the crowd at the
Lincoln Memorial for his "I Have a Dream" speech during the
March on Washington, D.C. in this file photo of Aug. 28, 1963.
following the unpopular road.
not the popular one."
In becoming an icon,
King's legacy has been used
by people all over the political spectrum. said Glenn
McNair, associate professor
of history at Kenyon College. However, King has
"slipped into the realm of
symbol that people use and
manipulate for their own
purposes.- McNair said.

Harris-Lacewell said that
is something people need to
push back.
"It's not OK to slip into
flat memory of who Dr.
King was, it does no justice
to us and makes him too
easy to appropriate," she
said. "Every time he gets
appropriated, we have to
come out and say that's not
OK. We do have the ability
to speak back.-
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Notes from the Underground

One ot my best Christmas presents
was from my son-in-law, an organic
farmer who operates Gaia Gardens in
Rep Henley repre‘eniv the 5th Howe District of Calloway urban Atlanta. It is a wooden box
Count% and a P,I1il,
11
Trigg County.
about two feet long and maybe 18
inches deep. And it has a top. Daniel
made it from lumber cut by an itinerant sawyer from a fallen tree—so no
tree died for me.
The hest feature of the handmade
box is that it is filled with sweet pota10411 W1111114.11 Nye.• Slimes. 10 121171-1040
toes, organic sweet potatoes grown by
Daniel himself.
;7)3-1916
Phone 12701
• Fax (2701 753-11)27
The sweet potato is my favorite vegMon. - Fn, 7:30 a.m. - :1 p.m.•(10!4•11 SM. lit SOO.
etable- and sweet potato pie is close to
being my favorite dessert. I'm told (and
410.1V K.41... 1'01.114.ri
.an.m..417ntirrinir4ort-r
want to believe) that sweet potatoes are
In,
1.Iitot
corn
the most nutritious vegetable of all, far
•.1.41.- I Aitairt. ‘4hrii1121111 M.
allahanturTaf I/Ayer I iota
superior to plain old white potatoes and
Jill 4.-Iihrtt/i. I lasfatfieits Mitt
claa..160-01411mtarranLniotry
even better for us than Brussel sprouts
1.r,f/a/ 1h/fall.
In tilnii.44a nturriii lirr
and other abominable vegetables.
iamm.
Off...- 403
tihomi...nto minim le.litrf
Sweet potatoes. even more than rice,
Kilda ILltu.utw. Mn
are credited with saving thousands of
..... rt.irjr..4Avniarta% te.1trt coin
lives in China. Japan. and many Pacific
Lim Rell.
11.11, Mel
rnitiorrturravirdp-r. “rn
islands, particularly in famines, wars or
typhoons. They are a primary diet for
/4141.41. ifits able ere MIS r1114 e 14~ 40.11%en bias.• week
pigs. too.
Last week, at my favorite meat-andtimbedia 1.46///af l.nuray
two restaurant, owned and operated by
A1
lied le reppe
I ltrif ilOt
a delightful African American lady, I
ss2.50
Grime & Manhol Cormr. g 120
.
1"
saiaj,
11
28
had a choice of sweet potatoes or
11114.;
Allirr /UMW
yams. I asked the waitress what difference there was between the two, and
**my* Natant"
ate-numb, ...net *"..euisr.. huh
1 hameherveye lien I %norm. 14, and \Iry lreen nun Prn..1., al. taialagfr pawl at
she said that the sweet potato was
4.derrere,
r•TAI k•TI ...41
baked whole in its skin and served
‘11 HH51 LIMA KA
'P11 Om IOW WW1.. AN (2117 I 1940
with butter but the yams were chopped
into pieces and candied in cinnamon.
14(..e.4 lift
R' 1.4
*rule.
rg neon In SAII 011
•e
brown sugar, and other spices Actually.
• MAI(ail 713
there are other differences (sweet pota%/era, ladErfrA
loh • Worrat lafilarr /1 Tame.
al the
toes are more related to morning gloS... wit..
11..•••.•ft, PP.. %Yew wham atel
N.w.feeprr• Pashaegierr.
ries than to yams a but her explanation
5...sow.
nen• r11411,111.1.114 is. il.014•
worked that day.
r•kr, A ttmr•
Yams came to North America
through African and South American
importations or shipwrecks, but sweet
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potatoes are native to our continent and
can be traced back at least 5,(XK) years
here.
I chose for that diner lunch the
whole sweet potato in its skin, and ate
it all except a tough remnant of stem.
My late father, however, ate sweet
potatoes for breakfast. sliced and fried
in a skillet bubbling with butter or
bacon grease. (He had other strange
tastes, such as favoring for dessert a
glass of cornbread with buttermilk
poured over it.)
Sweet potatoes used to he the major
crop in Henry County, our northwest
corner of Tennessee. Sweet potato cotnmunity warehouses (usually just called
"potato houses") dotted the landscape.
There was even an in-town potato
house behind Spicer & McEvoy funeral
home three blocks west of the courthouse, until it burned down 75 years
ago last December. I recall going in
the 1940s with my grandfather to the
one out at Buchanan, down by the
Methodist Church near Cannon's Store.
Someone wrote me recently, recalling
that it also burned down years ago.
(What became of those baked sweet
potatoes from those potato house fires?
Were there spontaneous dinners-on-the
grounds at the blazes?)
I have several recipes for cooking
possum, and every one of them
involves surrounding the creature with
sweet potatoes. My guess is that the
potatoes absorb some of the possum
grease. which (judging from the one
time I was brave enough to eat possum) is excessive.
Like a barbecued possum. my lifelong love of sweet potatoes was nurtured by my surroundings. Back in the
1930s. Pans and Henry County had an
annual sweet potato festival called the

Nancy Hall Jubilee,
honoring the particular
variety of sweet potato most favored by
our farmers.. (The
Jubilee was dropped
around 1939 and
replaced by Mule
Day. which in turn
was replaced by the
World's Biggest Fish
Fry. touting Kentucky
Lake on the county's
eastern border, which
SCIL
W"
still thrives each
By Larry
April--using MississipMcGehee
pi pond catfish. I
Syndicated
hear.)
Columnist
I went public with
my acclaim for sweet potatoes at a
very young age. Among my late
mother's large collection of photographs
is a picture of me as a two-year-old in
1938. dressed fit to kill and seated in
my little red wagon, to the sides of
which had been fastened cut-out plywood swans, and all prepared to compete for the Best Float prize in the
Nancy Hall Jubilee parade.
Sweet potatoes, unfortunately, suffer
from an image problem. Many people
still think of them as poor-folks eating
and Depression-day diets. At the best,
they seem united with Tuesday civic
club lunchs and cafeteria buffet lines.
How sad! Sweet 'titters can be prepared in a zillion different ways, and
the best recipes passed on from generation to generation. 'The sweet potato is
food fit for royalty, for Sunday dinner
for the preacher. or for expensive wedding rehearsal dinners. A big baked
sweet potato straight from a microwave
oven, split open and brimming with
butter, can feed any starving bachelor.
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Obituaries
Charles D. Brown
Charles D. Brown,48, of Murray died at 3 p.m. on Saturday, Jan.
19, 2008 at his home.
Born June 7, 1959, he was the son of Charles L. Brown of
Murray and the late Hattie Mae Morris Brown. He was also preceded in death by one brother, Jimmy Ray Brown, and a sister, Wanda
Louis.
He is survived by his wife, Sherry Scott Brown of Murray, one
son, Jackie Scott, Murray; two sisters, Alisha Roberts of Alabama
and Bonnie Brown,of Bradenton, Fla.; one daughter, Tarnre Boyom
Lanove and husband, Timothy, of Tracy, Minn. There are no services scheduled. A private family memorial will be held at a later
date. Online condolences may be made at www.imesrnillercom.

Phillip Franklin Virts
Phillip Franklin Virts, 67, of Spring Creek Health Care in
Murray, died at 9:30 p.m. on Friday. Jan. 18, 2008 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A member of WATCH and a custodian for the Murray Police
Department for more than 17 years, Virts was born Oct. 16, 1940;
the son of Leslie Philip Virts Sr. , who preceded him in death, and
Madeline Virts of Murray. Also preceding him in death were his
brother, Charles Virts, and two sisters, Ruth Ann Monroe and Diane
Darr.
He is survived by his mother and one brother, Junior Virts and
wife, Carolyn, of Harperferry W.Va. Visitation has been scheduled
from 4 to 7 p.m. today, Monday, Jan. 21, at Imes-Miller Funeral
Home. Funeral services have been scheduled for 2 p.m. Tuesday at
the funeral home with the Rev. Elijah Balentine officiating. Burial
will follow at Kirksey Cemetery. Online condolences may be made
at www.imesmiller.com.

Bessie Lancaster Mize
Bessie Lancaster Mize, 81, of Cadiz, died at 3:30 a.m. on
Saturday. Jan. 19, 2008 of natural causes at her home on South
Montgomery Road. Born May 21, 1926 in Trigg County, she was the
daughter of Johnnie Jefferson Lancaster and Albirtia Sholar
Lancaster, both of whom preceded her in death.
A member of Bethel United Methodist Church, she was a homemaker and musician.
She was also preceded in death by her husband, Clifton Meade
Mize; one sister, Beulah Gray; five brothers, Herman Lancaster,
Durwood Lancaster, Claude Lancaster, Wilton Lancaster, and
Gamett Lancaster. Two of her children died in infancy.
She is survived by three sons, David Mize, Kevin Mize and
Randall Mize, all of Cadiz; one daughter, Karen Mize and husband,
Dennis Harper, of Murray: one brother, Joe Lacy Lancaster, and one
sister, Lula Pearl Sholar, both of Cadiz; five grandchildren,
Rhiannan Davis, Blake Mize, Fletcher Mize. Cheyenne Mize and
Sage Mize Harper.
Visitation has been scheduled from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. today at
Goodwin Funeral Home in Cadiz. Funeral services will begin immediately afterward at 2 p.m. with the Rev. Jack Larwa officiating.
Burial will follow at Green Hill Memorial Gardens in Hopkinsville.
Pallbearers will be Mark Carr, Larry Lancaster, Blake Mize, Joe
Lancaster Jr., Ralph Lancaster and Charles Sholar.
In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be made to:
Bethel First United Methodist Church Building Fund in care of
William Lawrence, 3155 Caledonia Road, Cadiz, KY. 42211.
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Robert Lee Pearson, 70, of Farmington, died Saturday. Jan. 19,
2008 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Pearson was a U.S. Air Force veteran who served
in the Korean War. He was of Baptist faith. He was
a retired truck driver and mechanic. He was the son
of the late Arthur Edward Ott Pearson and Geraldine
Boner Pearson.
He is survived by his wife, Phyllis June Pearson
of Farmington; one daughter, Karen Todd and husband, Tim. of
Cadiz. Ky.; three sons, Mike Pearson and wife, Maria, of Astor, Fla.;
Eddie Burgess and wife, Paula; Dana Pearson, all of Murray; six
grandchildren, Tracy Treas of Benton, Susan Scott of Dexter,
Brittany and Travis Todd both of Cadiz, Dugan On Pearson of Almo
and Cassidy Todd of Cadiz; two great-grandchildren, Hunter Treas
and Gage Treas, both of Benton; three'brothers, Rick Pearson and
wife Dons, Campbell. Mo.; Tommy Pearson and wife Marcia and
Jerry Pearson and wife Paula all of Risco, MO.
Visitation has been scheduled after 5 p.m. today. Jan. 21 at
Collier Funeral Home in Benton. Funeral services have been scheduled for 2 p.m. on Tuesday. Jan. 22 in the Collier Funeral Home
Chapel with Bob Warren and John Phillips officiating. Pearson will
be interred at Horn Cemetery in Olive. 'The family requests that all
memorial contributions be made to: Saint Jude Children's Research
Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis, TN. 38105.

Monday, January 21, 20401 •54

Private planes collide four killed
CORONA, Calif. (AP)
Two private planes flying about
a mile from an airport collided
Sunday, killing at least four people and raining debris down on
car dealerships below, authorities said.
The small Cessnas collided at
3:35 p.m. near the small Corona
Municipal airport and a freeway
in Riverside County, about 45
miles southeast of Los Angeles,
FAA spokesman Allen Kenitzer
said.
Three of the dead were from
the planes and the fourth was in
a car hit by debris on the ground.
Kenitzer said.
Kenitzer did not immediately
know where either plane was
headed or whether there were
any distress calls.
The Corona airport does not
have a staffed control tower, he
said.
Debris fell on car dealerships, and television pictures
showed that the smashed fuselage of one of the planes landed
atop a parked car.
"The smaller aircraft ... just
AP
disintegrated into pieces, maybe
fifty pieces coming down," eye- Sgt. Don Williamson of Riverside Sheriff's Department walks past a plane wing in the parking
witness Jeff Hardin told KABC- lot of Corona Chevrolet in Corona, Calif. Sunday. Two private planes flying about a mile from
TV. "The other aircraft pretty an airport collided Sunday killing at least four people and raining debris on car dealerships.
much stayed intact and started
spiraling down." Eyewitness "One .of them crashed into the behind that one on the parking the dealerships to see if anyone
Hector Hernandez said he saw top of a Ford Mustang, and lot," Hernandez told KCBS-TV. was injured, Corona Police Sgt.
Police were going through Jerry Pawluczenko said.
bodies falling from the sky. another one fell not too far

Fourth child found dead in Gulf
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — A
body believed to be the last of
four children who were allegedly tossed from a coastal
Alabama bridge by their father
was recovered Sunday morning,
authorities said.
The body of an Asian child
was found about 10 a.m. in the
Gulf of Mexico off Louisiana by
two vessels who contacted
Coast Guard officials, who then
took the body to Venice. La..
Mobile County Sheriff Sam
Cochran said.
Authorities in Alabama will
not be able to confirm whether
the body is that of Hannah
Luong, 2, until they get it back,
Cochran said. But they ended
the search of Alabama and
Mississippi coastal waters based
on the body's
.h.

100 miles from the Dauphin hopes of returning the body to old Kieu Phan. Lam Luong, a
Island bridge where the search Mobile as soon as possible. The 37-year-old native of Vietnam,
began. Coast Guard Lt. Cmdr. child's mother was notified of later recanted, claiming two
Cheri Ben-lesau in New Orleans the recovery. The search began Asian women took the children
said the crew of the Crystal Jan. 8 after prosecutors said the and never returned them. The
Lynn first spotted the body and father broke down and con- bodies of the three other chilcontacted the Coast Guard, fessed to driving the children to dren — Ryan Phan, 3. Danny
which was unable to find it dur- the two-lane bridge and throw- Luong, 4 months, and Lindsey
ing an aerial sweep of the ing them into the waters after Luong, 1 have already been
waters. A second vessel then arguing with his wife,.23-year- found.
saw it, leading to the recovery
about 5.5 miles due east of the
mouth of the Mississippi River,
Ben-lesau said.
"We believe — and hopefully — this will be the body of 2year-old Hannah and that we'll
able to bring closure to the family in this stage," Cochran said.
Mobile County District
To
Attorney John Tyson Jr. said the
local medical examiner will

BURL'S WRECKER
SERVICE
Has Moved
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Tired of the Rain Washing Away
Your Landscaping?
Let

her
LOS ANGELES (AP) — reprised
Suzanne Pleshette, best known role — from
for her role as Bob Newhart's the first show
wife on television's long-run- — in one of the
clever
ning "The Bob Newhart Show," most
has died, just days before a cer- final episodes
emony honoring her with a star in TV history.
had
It
on the Hollywood Walk of
Newhart wakFame.
Pleshette, who underwent ing up in the
chemotherapy for lung cancer in bedroom of his
Pleshette
Bob
2006, died of respiratory failure "The
Saturday evening at her Los Newham Show" home with
Angeles home, said attorney and Pleshette at his side. He went on
friend
Robert to tell her of the crazy dream
family
Finkelstein.
he'd just had of running an inn
The beautiful, TV, film and filled with a cast of odd charactheater star was set to attend the ters.
Jan. 31 ceremony, her 71st birth"If I'm in Timbuktu. I'll fly
day.
.
home to do that," Pleshette said
"She was a pro's pro," Bob of her reaction when Newhart
Newhart said. "Although we told her how he was thinking of
knew she was quite sick, she ending the show.
was one of those people that you
Born Jan. 31, 1937, in New
York City. Pleshette began her
thought would go on forever."
"The Bob Newhart Show, a career as a stage actress after
hit throughout its six-year run, attending the city's High School
starred comedian Newhart as a of the Performing Arts and
Chicago psychiatrist surrounded studying at its Neighborhood
by eccentric patients. Pleshette Playhouse. She was often picked
— as his sardonic wife — pro- for roles because of her beauty
and her throaty voice.
vided the voice of reason.
"When I was 4," she told an
Four years after the show
ended in 1978. Newhart went on interviewer in 1994, "I was
to the equally successful answering the phone. and (the
"Newhart" series in which he callers) thought I was my father.
was the proprietor of a New So I often got quirky roles
England inn populated by more because I was never the conveneccentrics. When that show tional ingenue."
ended in 1990, Pleshette

Off 641 North Across From Radio Rd.
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REQUEST THE BEST
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Suzanne Pleshette dies
days before Walk of
Fame star ceremony
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Murray-Calloway County Soccer
Association plans registration

www.murrayledger.com

Hospital
will host
educational
seminar on
new unit
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital recently opened a new
Acute Inpatient Rehabilitation
Unit on the 4th Floor of the
hospital. The approximate 6.500
square-foot unit provides intensive inpatient physical rehab.
The new unit offers highquality rehabilitation care with
comprehensive rehab specialists. including accredited physical therapists. occupational
therapists. speech therapists.
and 24-hour skilled nursing.
An educational community
seminar will he Thursday at
5:30 p m in the Center for
Health & Wellness Classroom.
Melony Bray. Community Education Coordinator. will present information on the intensive Rehabilitation Program. the
top Rehab diagnoses, and specific admission criteria.
The seminar IS free to the
public and refreshments will
he served. The Acute Inpatient
Rehabilitation Unit is open 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
For more information or to
RSVP for the seminar, call
Mclony Bray. Community Education Coordinator at 762-1445

'
:
Theatre
St
1008 Chestnut
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THU JAN. 24
moviesinmurray.com
27 Dresses
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:45
Veggie Take Manic The firates
Who Duet Do Anything
7 Di

PS.I Love You
1k;i3 - 9:05
First Sunday

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration for the coming season at the Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main St., Murray.
Dates for registration will be next Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., on Thursday, Feb. 7, from 5 to 9 p.m. and on Saturday, Feb. 9, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more information call Shellie at 7538962 or visit the website at www.beecreek.org

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Advisory Council will meet
Ser-

The Murray Family Resource Youth
vice Center Advisory Council will meet
Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. in the conference
room at Murray Middle School
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MES 4-H Clover Club to participate in special event
Gen-

Murray Elementary School
student members of the 4-II
Clover Cubs are panicipating
in a national movement to
transform Super Bowl weekend into the nation's largest
youth-led weekend of giving
and serving through the Souper
Bowl of Caring.
Using the awareness of Super
Bowl Sunday as a tool, youth
will collect donations in large
soup pots and donate 100 percent of their collection to a
local charity of their choice.
By using this weekend as a
time to help the hungry, youth
will learn about the reality of
hunger in their own neighborhoods and are turning One of
the nation's universal days of
.elebration and jiarties into an
opportunity to care for those
in need.
This national movement
began on Super Bowl Sunday
in 1988 by i simple prayer
spoken by Brad Smith. a S.C.
pastor. "Lord, as we ernoy the
iiper Bowl football i2.1111C, help

us be mindful of those who
are without a bowl of soup to
eat." Young people have collected more than $41 million
through the Souper Bowl of
Caring. Every penny goes to
local charities.
"For 19 years, young people have been leading the
hunger fight through the Souper
Bowl of Caring." said Rev. Dr.
Brad Smith, founder and executive director of the Souper
Bowl of Caring. "Now, the
entire country is catching on
and transforming Super Bowl
weekend into a time of unprecedented giving and serving."
The MES 4-H Clover Cubs
will be conducting a "service
blitz" the day before the Super
Bowl on Saturday. Feb. 2. 2008.
Club members will be stationed
in front of the Murray WalMart Super Center from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. collecting perishable and non-perishable food
items as well as paper products. cleaning supplies and
linens to benefit Need Line.

Merryman House and the
try House. ('ash donations are
also welcome.
After a weekend of service
and fundraising in their local
communities, youth continue
their unique Super Bowl celebration by reporting their donation at www.souperbowl.org.
The reporting process provides
participating groups the opportunity to monitor the success
of their efforts and the collective efforts of youth across the
country. Results are shared in
at
time
real
www.soupertiowl.org.
Souper Bowl of Caring is
at work through church youth
groups and schools, as well as
a variety of service organizations and it is endorsed by six
NFL owners. In 2007, more than
14.000 organizations collected
over $8 million through the
Souper Bowl of Caring. For
visit
information.
more
wwwsouperhowl.org.

Murray Singles will meet

7
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at
on
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For informati
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. All interested persons from
age 9 and up can come to your first meeting for free with
annual membership of $24 and monthly dues of $5. For information call Johna at 227-9521.

Master Clothing Volunteers plansholdlesson
its first

Purchase Area Master Clothing Volunteers will
class on "How to make A Fat Quarter Jacket" on Thursday
from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Marshall County Extension office, Benton. This jacket is featured in the 2007 Gifts
From the Heart book. Fat quarters are precut fabric pieces that
typically measure 18 by 22 inches. A registration fee will be
payable at the door. For more information, call the Calloway
County Extension office at 753-1452 to register and receive a
supply list.

ay
AARP Chapter to meet Tuesd
will meet Tuesday

PG13 - 7:30 - 9:40

Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP
at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliai's. Carol Block will present the program on "Income Tax Preparation. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Cloverfield
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:30
The Bucket ListPG13 - 7:05 - 920
I Am Legend

eers
Methodist women need volunt
Church will

have
The women of First United Methodist
28,
Jan.
Monday.
starting
missions
for
on
its annual Sew-A-Th
and continuing through Feb. 1. Volunteers are needed to cut
and sew simple dresses and shorts to be taken to the children
in Central and South America. Hours will be from 9 a .m. to
3 p.m. at the church, located at the corner of South Fifth and
Maple Streets.

PG13 - H55

Alvin & The Chipmunks
PG - 6:55
National Tressarr. Book/Serrets
PG - 6:50. 9:35

Project Graduation plans event

Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have
a rebate night today from 5 p.m. to closing at Mr. Gatti's.

'53-331t

meet
Coalition For Clean Air will meet
Tuesday -at

The Coalition for Clean Air Murray will
6 p.m. at Tom's Grille. North 12th Street. For information call
Judy Lyle RN-BC at 809-3809.
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14•tirorn•nt Center
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Give
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around
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Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted
121
tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. located on Ky.
North at Robertson Road North. A potluck meal will be served
Kenprior to the lodge meeting at 7:30 p.m. Curtis Johnson,
2008.
for
officers
new
the
install
will
tucky past grand master,
All members are urged to attend as well as the public, according to a member of the lodge.
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will meet
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purchase of 26.50 or more
Worth 65.00

d
MHS Football banquet planne
be

Saturday. Feb.
Murray High School Football Banquet will
2. at 1 p.m. at Murray High School. All tickets must be purchased in advance by Jan. 25 at the office at the high school.

MHS Class of 1983 planning reunion
Murray High
meeting to plan
a.m. at the Big
For information

School graduating class of 1983 will have a
for the 25-year class reunion Friday at 11:30
Apple. All class members are urged to attend.
call John Radom at 753-4751.

Angel Alert issued

An Angel Alert for an electric washing machine is needed
for a family. Anyone having one to donate is asked to call
the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Presale Wed., 1/16/08
Sale 1120/08 - 2/2/08
Free

Girl Scout cookie sales have started by the local Girl Scout
Troops. For more information call Kandee Huston at 753-3984.

MOSE Yra

(+1.1F)1,̀

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

woe,
,11-111aka
.- 10
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MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion

43 Place

305-C S. Ir st.• Murray•753-5678

The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making
plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e-mail
their contact information to David McDowell at david.mcdowell@murray.kyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Rush
Trowel, Murray State University
tennis player, leading a group of
about 40 people in a candlelight
march around the campus in memory of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Murray State University Racers won 101-66 over Southwest
Missouri in a basketball game at
Racer Arena with Isaac Spencer
as high scorer for Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Kimberly and Henry Spann,
Jan. 16.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Dewayne Muskgrow and Wade
Kirks. employees of Murray Municipal. using a backhoe to clear a
storm sewer at South 15th and
Sycamore Streets. Heavy rainfall
in the area forced city officers to
temporarily close a number of
streets in Murray until the water
subsided. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a boy
to Sondra and Quentin Prescott,
a girl to Tammy and Thomas
Hollingsworth, a girl to Rebecca
and Wiliam Miller, and a girl to
Deborah and Gayle Brett, Jan. 15.
30 years ago
Graders with the Calloway
County Road Department are
expected to operate during the
next few days in an attempt to
clear county roads of snow, according to Rob Walston. supervisor of
the department.
Fire destroyed the recently
remodeled home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Cooper of the Lynn Grove
area on Jan. 19 about I p.m.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Ray Sins,
Dec. 28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Ramsey, Jan. 10; a girl to
Joe and Carol Crass, Jan. 13; and

boy to Mr. an'4 Mrs. Richard
L. Story, Jan. 17.
40 years ago
Over 50 neighbors, friends and
relatives CaffIC to the aid of Mr.
and Mrs. James Brandon and family during the recent power failure and while Mr. Brandon was
also ill. They have a Grade A
dairy barn milking 2 Holstein
cows. The power went off at 6:45
a.m. and that night Mrs. Brandon
and her sister-in-law, Carrie Brandon, started milking the cows when
approximately 50 persons came to
their aid.
Darlene Stuart, 16, Murray High
School junior, has been named as
winner of the Calloway Voice of
Democracy Contest, sponsored by
the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
50 years ago
J.M. Marshall was named president of the Board of Directors
and cashier of the Dees Bank of
Hazel. Other directors are Darwin
N. White, Ben Taylor, ILA. Newport, Ellis R. Paschall and William
M. Erwin.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 68-62 to Morehead
Eagles in a basketball game at
Murray. High scorer for Murray
was Sullins.
60 years ago
Cannon Graham has been
named administrator of the Murray Hospital, according to H.J.
Fenton, president of the board of
directors. He will take over the
duties Feb. I.
Elected as officers of the Murray Chamber of Commerce were
M.O. Wrather, president; C.L. Sitarbrough, vice-president; H. Glenn
Doran, secretary, and Ha Douglas,
treasurer.
Calloway County Sheriff W.B.
Patterson urges residents to pay
their taxes before March 1, when
a 6 percent penalty will be added.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Jan. 21, the
21st day of 2008. There are 345
days left in the year. This is the
Martin Luther King Jr. holiday.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 21, 1958, Charles Starkweather. 19. killed the mother,
stepfather and half-sister of his
I4.year-old girlfriend. Caril Ann
Fugate, at her family's home in
Lincoln. Neb. (Starkweather, who
had also killed a gas station attendant the previous November. and

Fugate went on a road trip which
resulted in seven more slayings.
Starkweather was executed in 1959;
Fugate, who maintained she had
been Starkweather's hostage, was
convicted of murder and sentenced
to life; she was paroled in 1976.)
On this date:
In 1858, Felix Manna Zuloaga became president of Mexico
upon the ouster of Ignacio Comonfort.
In 1908, New York City's Board
of Aldermen passed an ordinance

a

Opening presents brings chaos
at children's birthday party
DEAR ABBY: My daughter, "Bailey," will be 4 soon,
and will be having a birthday
party. We have been to a few
of Bailey's friends birthday parties, and present-opening turns
into chaos. The birthday child
doesn't have a chance to really look at the
gifts, other
children
crowd closer and closer to the
present opener to get
a better look,
and
some
children cry
about
the
gifts
the
By Abigail
birthday
Van Buren
has
child
received while their parents
promise to buy them a "better
one" on their next outing.
I make sure my daughter is
well-behaved when it comes to
present-opening, but not all parents seem to feel the need to
curb this behavior on the part
of their children. Would it be
acceptable to wait to open Bailey's presents until after the
guests have left? -- WANTS
TO BE A COURTEOUS HOSTESS
DEAR WANTS TO BE
COURTEOUS: Children learn
what is acceptable behavior and
what is not because their parents take the time to explain
to them what is expected, and
correct them when they make
a mistake. The parents you have
described were either too igno-

Dear Abby

prohibiting women from smoking
in public. (However, the measure
was vetoed by Mayor George B.
McClellan Jr. two weeks later).
In 1915, the first Kiwanis Club
was founded, in Detroit.
In 1950, former State Department official Alger Hiss, accused
of being part of a Communist spy
ring, was found guilty in New
York of lying to a grand jury.
(Hiss, who always proclaimed his
innocence, served less than four
years in prison.)

Rotator cuff injury calls
for shift in exercise

rant or too lazy to do their
job.
Although some "birthday
mommies" provide gift bags or
party favors for all the children to unwrap, most people consider the present-opening ritual
to be part of the fun of the
birthday celebration and expect
it.
A better solution would be
to hold smaller birthday parties for your daughter so things
don't get out of hand. According to the chapter "Table and
Party Manners" in 'Emily Post's
Etiquette": "One guest should
be invited for each year of a
child's ,age, plus one."
•••

DEAR ABBY: My daughter-in-law, "Daisy," is a reckless driver who lives in a large
metropolitan area surrounded by
expressways. She tailgates,
weaves in and out of traffic
and passes cars at high speeds,
often using her cell phone while
driving.
Daisy has had several tickets. Despite this and pleas from
my son and others to slow
down, nothing has changed. I
find this odd, because Daisy is
otherwise a responsible person
-- an executive with a large
company, an excellent mother
and a loving wife. However,
she appears to have a blind
spot about the risks she takes
when she's behind the wheel.
She justifies her speed as necessary in order to keep up with
the demands of her schedule.
She would be grief-stricken
if she had an accident that
involved anyone, especially her
infant daughter who is often in
the car. Will the only wake-up
call come in the form of a serious accident? -- DISTRESSED
PAPA IN MAINE
DEAR
DISTRESSED
PAPA: Probably -- that or a
near miss. However, I view
your daughter-in-law in a different light than you appear to.
A mother who drives aggressively with a child in the car
and talking on her cell phone
does not strike me as Mother
of the Year. Studies have shown
that drivers on cell phones are
as impaired as those who have
been drinking. She's being childish, selfish, foolish and irresponsible and should be ashamed
of herself.
DEAR READERS: Today
we remember Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr, who was martyred in
the cause of civil rights in 1968.
His words ring as true today
as when he first uttered them:
"Along the way of life, someone must have sense enough,and
morality enough, to cut off the
chain of hate." He was a voice
of reason in a time of insanity, silenced too soon.

1 Pablo's
girlfriend
6 Icicle sites
11 Caught
in a trap
12 Trolls
14 Goose call
15 Fling about
17 Concerning
18 Byron work
19 Hack
20 Longoria of
'Desperate
Housewives'
21 Household
members
23 Road hazard
24 Bikini tops
25 Snow boots
27 Chopin's
instrument
28 Before noon
30 Ms Merkel
31 Stir-fry pan
32 Great Smoky
Mts state
33 Zoo attraction

THE MATERIAL 15 THERE..
ALL YOU'D NEED 15
A 6DOD TITLE

DEAR DR. GO1T: 1 am 82
years old. I walk, hike and swim
every day. I've been having a lot
of discomfort in my right shoulder, arm and hand. When I swim,
I can hear and feel my shoulder
grinding. A friend says it is my
rotator cuff
kuid that I just
have to live
with the pain.
Did
swimming cause
the
condition? Is exercise good for
it?
DEAR
READER:
The rotator
cuff helps staDr. Peter Gott
bilize
the
shoulder. Consequently, it can be
easily strained, irritated or torn
in people who are physically
active. Swimming and other forms
of exercise can aggravate your
shoulder and may be the cause
of the rotator cuff problem, if
that is what is causing your discomfort. If you gain pleasure from
remaining fit, and it appears you
do, I highly endorse the exercise. If, however, you feel you
are damaging your shoulder every
day, you might consider taking a
few days or a couple of weeks
off to determine whether the pain
subsides. Settle for a brisk walk
to get your daily exercise. If you
remain pain-free, gradually introduce a modified hiking schedule
that shouldn't require much shoulder use. You can ultimately add
a modified swim program once
or twice a week, stepping the
program up to your current daily
regimen if you remain pain free.

Treatment depends on the
amount of damage. A strained
cuff usually responds to rest and
heat. An irritated cuff usually
improves with rest and o‘er-thecounter anti-inflammatory drugs
such as Advil, Aleve and others,
coupled with physical therapy. A
torn cuff can be a real problem
that may require surgery.
You may need further testing,
such as a CT scan or MRI, to
determine the extent of the damage. Ask your primary care physician for a referral, because more
than anything, you need a consultation with an orthopedic surgeon who is familiar with sports
injuries. He or she may determine your pain isn't related to
your rotator cuff at all. The CT
or MRI can provide vital information on this annoying problem.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You
recently responded to a letter from
a wife who was concerned her
72-year-old husband was sleeping excessively.
Bless his heart! He's working
40 hours a week and comes home
to a nag who can't understand
why he's tired. If taking naps is
ruining a 50-year marriage, let
her go! He may just perk up
when her negativity walks out
the door.
DEAR READER: I disagree
with you. Sleepiness can be a
symptom of depression, anemia
and a host of medical conditions
that should be addressed. Perhaps
the husband needs a sleep study
to determine whether his sleep
pattern is disrupted several times
a night. He should also have an
exam by his primary care physician.

North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A K 8 4 3
AK Q I 52
•7
+10
WEST
•J2
1119 6 4
•K .1 109 4
4Q
SOUTH
+1076

But South got a lucky break.
With the excitement of a grand slam
permeating the air, East led a diamond — out of turn! The director
was called, and he ruled that one of
declarer's options was to call for a
diamond lead from West — an
option that South was only too happy
to exercise.
So West led the jack of diamonds
into South's A-Q, and declarer
cashed both his diamonds,discarding
a spade from dummy,before cashing
five heart tricks to produce this position:
North
•A K 84
IP 2
410

•A Q
•A K 764 3 2
The bidding:
North
East
West
South
Pass
2V
3+
Pass
Pass
3
4NT
Pass
5•
5N1
Pass
Pass
6V
Pass
Opening lead
eight of diamonds.
This deal occurred in the 1974
Life Masters Pair Championship.
South was surprised to hear his partner open with a forcing two-bid, considering that he had a solid opening
bid himself, and, properly or not, he
drove the hand to seven notrump.
This turned out to be a very poor
contract, and
as the adverse cards
were divided — the grand slam
would ordinarily have failed.

Smith
+107
•A K 76
The lead of dummy's deuce of
beans at this point ruined East. Ile
could not spare spade. nor could he
spare a club. Whichever he chose.
South was sure to score the rest of
the tricks, and FASI was tell to rue the
bitter fact that he had, in effect. been
squeeied by his own out-of-turn
opening lead.

Tomorrow: Asleep at the switch.

35 Keep under
wraps
36 Dismounted
37 Witch, to
Shakespeare
38 Nerve network
42 Throw slowly
43 Canister
44 Carried out
45 Bradley or
Sneed
46 Carpentry joint
48 Like prime
steak
49 Self-defense
art
51 Cantankerous
53 Skeptical one
54 Fairies' rods

Battery terminal
Impressionist
painter
Provoke
Appliance
brand
Web site clutter

YAK
OLE

FIMIR

D YINg

AXLE ROLE
DAN DUES AMIE'
13STA IRE MN
NOB MOOGILY
COLDS CAB YOZI
AHOY WON GROCI
SIR
BOO POEMS
KODIE3K Z IG
MnI DUCHESS
DEEP MINK BECI
EARL
AGUE BM
BURY PSST SRI

Everglades
wader
Once again
Pledge
Dorothy's aunt
Domestic

11
13
16
20

Boutique
Kind of ticket
In conclusion
Memorable
time
22 Gush forth
23 TV brand
24 Sturgis visitor
26 RN's group
27 Engine
housing
28 Showy flower
29 Lyrical
31 Hairpiece
34 Overalls part
35 Cottontail
37 Devastation
39 Made a border
40 Wedding-cake
layers
41 Nelson
of 1930s
musicals
43 Skywalker.
finally
46 Dumpster
47 Hushed.
asavoice
48 Abby's sister
50 Derby St
52 Pharaoh's god
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REMEMBER...
Let's take this time to remember till of
our soldiers in the

438th Military Police Company
who are valiantly defending ourfreedom
in all wars and conflicts and making
the ultimate sacrificefor the cause
ofdemocracy.
May we continue ta pray
for them and their
families, as well as other
soldiers who are
taking part in thisfight.
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For Fighting
,MSU WINS FIFTH STRAIGHT; HOLDS ON TO BEAT UT MARTIN
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
MARTIN, Tenn. — Someday, we're sure to see Lester
• udson grace the pages of
ports Illustrated,
s Luckily for the prized transter from Memphis, his chance
itt fame will come quicker than
ins NBA playing days.
* Later this month when the
:Skyhawks play at the Pete
Hanna Center against Samford,
the nation's No. I sports pubjication will be featuring the
nation's No. 2 scorer.
- In the meantime, Hudson
was helping his cause against
Murray State Saturday — the
only problem was he couldn't
(10 as much for the Skyhawks.
t The 6-foot-3, 190-pound
transfer from Southwest Ten!lessee Community College in
Memphis dumped in a gametfigh 32 points, including 25
In the second half, but it was't enough as visiting Murray
5tate prevailed 76-72 over UT
Martin in Ohio Valley Conferrnce play.

1,

•▪

TOMMY DILLARD 1 Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Rachel Adams shoots over Hopkins
County Central center Karl Jo Harris. Adams scored a
team-high 17 points in the Lady Lakers 60-47 victory
Saturday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

Flipping The
Switch

a. See RACERS,28

Murray St.
Nam* min fgrowe thn-a rah a pt pts
Easley 26 4.10 0-0 6
0 1 8
Caner 23 4-8 4-6 6
1 4 13
Holman 32 3-9 2-2 1
62 9
KThornas 323-3 0-0 2
4 2 8
DThorres 227-13 3-4 5
0 4 19
Geoical 20 5-8 2-4 4
3 3 13
1~1523 0-1
0-0 10 1 3 0
Long 163-4 0-0 2
0 0 6
01 0
Sandra
0-1
0-0 1
Totals 20029-57 91-9835 15 20 76
509.
FT
.688 3-Paint
6
6
Pwoolladers
iiirseis: 7-15, .487 OS Thomas 2-2. 0 Thomas
9- George 1-3. Holloway 1-3, Carter 1-3) Awe
;Rebounds) 1 Blocked Shots: 4 /Meares 2,
George D Thomas( Turnovers 12 (8 Thomas
:4 George 3. Welams 2, Carter Holloway.
• Thomas) Steals: 7 IHolloway 4 K Thomas 2
/uteri Technical Fount None

SECOND HALF RUN HELPS
LADY LAKERS HOLD OFF CENTRAL
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
For the second consecutive night, it wasn't quite smooth
sailing for Calloway County.
The Lady Lakers had to flip the switch in the third quarter Friday night to pull away from a scrappy Community
Christian squad and needed a frantic fourth quarter to separate themselves from Hopkins County Central on Saturday
night, but secured a 60-47 victory nonetheless at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
The weekend held a little more drama for the Lady Lakers, who received three votes in the statewide AP poll last
week, than some might have expected, but head coach Scott
Sivills is OK with that.

Tannesase Martin
Marne risinfgm-eflel-e reb a pf pts
%Mean 35 7-96 1-2 10 0 5 16
Hay
312-4 2-4 9
2 2 6
32 7
Wedlle 38 2-11 1-2 1
44 32
I-MASOn 37 11-234-4 6
Pea100r29 1-2 0.2 3
60 2
Rederaid5 0-1
0-0 1
1 1 0
1-1 2
1 0 7
SiernoT615 3-4
Batley 6 0-2 0-0 1
00 0
karazahn4 1-1
0-2 1
0 1 2
Totals 200 2744 0-17 33 17 9572
Percentages: FG 422, FT 529 3-Point
Goehs 9-30 300 (Hudson 6-15, Weddle 2-7
•Flonnson 1-5 Pearson 0-1. Barley 0-2) Tam
Rebounds: 1 Blocked Shots: 4 Hudson 2
gc,boson' Hay! Turnovers, 9 (Hudson 4
Rotonson 2 Weddle 2 Hay) Steels: 8(Hudso'
,,
6 Weldie Sormoosi Technical Fouls: None

•See CCHS, 28

KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

Masthay knew
matter of time
Racers shoot down Skyhawks Saturday for Phillips
Murray St
35 41-76
Tenn -Martin 29 43-72
A-4,109,

• 016c,als—Kerry Campbell Mickey PallSh
fitzgerald

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Murray State senior Ray George knifes his way through the UT Martin defense to put
up two of his 13 points over the weekend. George was one of three Racer players to
score in double digits as MSU beat Martin 76-72.

FORMER TIGER SAYS UK's GOT THE
RIGHT GUY TO SUCCEED BROOKS

MSU SITS IN TIE FOR 'THIRD PLACE
WITH SAMFORD IN OVC STANDINGS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
MARTIN. Tenn. - How appropriate.
Standing a mere two to three feet in front of Jody Adams'
pumps was a little reminder of why she does what she does
lind why she does it so well.
Playing at the Kathleen and Tom Elam Center wasn't all
that big of a deal for the first-year Racer women's head
coach, but playing on the Pat Head Summit Court was a
little bit more of a familiar feeling.
• Adams played as a collegian at the University of Tennessee in the early 1990s for the famed Summit, and it didn't take long for that feeling to sink in for Adams.
"1 called her before we were coming and told her we
were coming to play on her court," Adams
said of a cell phone call she made to her
former coach. "But, it's not the same as the
wood in Knoxville."
True to her roots and true to her mentor,
Adams put on a Summit-like performance,
as her hallclub used a second-half rally to
get past UT Martin 71-52 Saturday afternoon"Anytime you see her name. you're proud
of what she does and continues to do and
what she does to keep that program at the
top," Adams elaborated on Summit. "I admire
that. I admire her work ethic."
Fueled by a 22-point performance by Ashley Hayes, who now stands just six points
shy of 1,000, the Racers had little problems
tputscoring the Skyhawks 35-22 in the second half.
'The first half, however, was a different story. UT Martin
iept pace with Murray State, trailing 36-30 at halftime.
Five-tenths of a percentage point separated the two teams
ln terms of field goal shooting in the first half. MSU was
:14-of-30 (46.7 percent) from the field, while Martin was 1 2pf-26 (46.2 percent) from the court.
II See 0.1SU, 28

71

52

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Paige Guffey puts up this shot over UT Martin defenders Whitney Malone (31) and Marie Goyette (35) in the second half
Saturday in Marlin. The Racers went on to win 71-52.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
It was a surprise, but
a pleasant one at that.
On Friday, the University of Kentucky
announced that Joker
Phillips would succeed
current head coach Rich
Brooks.
Brooks' contract currently runs through 2011
and punter/kicker and
Murray High School
graduate Tim Masthay
said that while he's not
certain when Phillips
will take over, it was
obvious that he would
be the successor.
"1 don't know if the
guys knew of anything"
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Masthay said. "But we
all had a feeling that Tim Masthay said that while the
there would be a good promotion of Joker Phillips to
chance Joker would take head coach might have been a
the reins, so it's not a surprise, it was a nice surprise
real surprise."
for the Wildcat football team.
Because today is
Martin Luther King Jr. Day, the football team, for the first
time Masthay has been a part of it, allowed for a three-day
weekend. Masthay was on his way to see family in Cincinnati when he spoke via cell phone Saturday and said the
team has not been together since UK came out with the
announcement.
Phillips, suffice to say, was instrumental in Masthay coming to Kentucky, recruiting him when he played for the Tigers
back in 2005, and for what Phillips has done for the program in such a short turnaround, it's clear to Masthay why
the school decided to do what it did.
11 See MASTHAY, 28
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From Page 15
-dr .
'This was a good test for
us tonight." he said after Saturday's contest. "They came out
Nobody can protect your AUTO
and really hit us an the mouth
any better than we can!
early and we kind of fell back
Slat. rr. r
S 12th St • Murray KY*753-3415
211
a little on our heels. It was
good for us to have some adversity and have to come from
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
behind like that and win at
National Basketball Association
win
can
you
home, Anytime
National Basketball Association
Standings
Standings
by 13 and not play well. that's
All Times CST
All Times CST
CONFERENCE
WESTERN
a good sign."
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
Atlantic Division
It took Calloway a full three
L Pct GB
W
L Pct GB
W
till:triers to recover from that
27 12.692
Dallas
—
32 6 642
Boston
—
27
12.892
Orleans
New
Cenblow to the chops Hopkins
22 19 53711 1/2
Toronto
25 13 658 11/2
San Antonio
15.
18 22 450
New Jersey
tral delivered to start the game.
21 19 525 61/2
Houston
16 25 39017 1/2
Philadelphia
11 29 27516 1/2
The Lady Storm opened with
Memphis
20
13 27 325
New York
Division
Northwest
Southeast Division
a flurry of scoring behind standL Pct GB
W
L Pct GB
W
out center Kan Jo Harris and
—
24 15 615
Denver
25 17 595
Orlando
16
Lady
24
Laker
a
600 1/2
went up 14-4 on
Portland
2
21 17 553
Washington
2
18
23
561
Utah
5
17 19 472
Atlanta
squad that didn't convert a field
9 31 225151/2
Seattle
8
16 24 400
Charlotte
goal until more than halfway
19
5 34 128
Minnesota
8 31 20515 1/2
Miami
Pacific Division
through the first period.
Central Division
GB
Pet
L
W
L Pet GB
W
"I don't think we came out
—
29 12 707
Phoenix
—
29 12 707
Patron
ready to play." said Calloway
26 12 684 11/2
LA Lakers
7
21 10'538
Cleveland
1/2
4
25 17 595
Golden State
11
18 23 439
center Rachel Adams. who led
Indiana
11
17 22 436
Sacramento
12
16 23 410
Chicago
the Lady Laker. with 17 points.
12 24 33314 1t2
Clippers
LA
1/2
16
40012
24
Milwauluie
"We've been doing pretty well
The Calloway County Little League travel team captured the runner-up trophy in
so I think we were just expecthe Paducah Storm Winter Shoot-Out. The team was 3-0 going into the champiwe
came
and
ing to play well
onship game and lost by one point. The Lakers consist of (front row, from left)
out NtConnor Steele, Logan Eastwood, Christian Adams, Camden Price, Carson Chaph didn't help that the Lady
MIDDLE SCHOOL HOOPS
Lakers were being beaten on
man, (back row) Coach Mark English, Preston English, Aaron Dawson, Lofton Pigg
the boards by a team over which
and Cameron Crady.
it enjoyed a significant height
advantage. The Lady Storm outrebounded Calloway in the first
half and earned themselves some
second-chance opportunities on From Page 1B
The win moved the Racers
the offensive boards despite a
CCMS and Mayfield fought
Staff Report
(10-7, 6-3) into sole possesroster void of six-footers.
Calloway County Mid- to an 8-8 tie at the end of the
The
One thing Calloway did well sion of second place in the
dle eighth grade boys basket- first, but Mayfield's solid see-'
throughout the game. however, Ohio Valley Conference. while
ball team played its final home ond quarter gave the Cardinals,
was draw fouls and get to the UT Martin falls to 8-12 overgames of the season last week a comfortable 20-11 lead going
free throw line. Harris, who all and 4-6 in the Valley.
and earned a split, sending into the break.
Hudson led - a fierce charge
will play college basketball at
Garrett
and
Garland
their record to 11-12.
east Tennessee's Lee Universi- in the second half after scorThe Lakers battled Carlisle Schwettman scored six points
ty next season, quickly picked ing just seven points in the
County on Jan. 14 and came apiece and Futrell added five
up four fouls and spent the bet- first half. Hudson came into
away with a 44-20 win behind while snatching 10 rebounds.
ter part of the second half nd- the game averaging 27 points
CCMS girls 49,
14 points from Russell Garand change and picked up the
Mayfield 31
ing the bench.
land. Calloway came out guns
When it was all said and done. pace, drilling a 3-pointer and
The CCMS eighth grade
blazing and hit Carlisle with
the Lady fakers made 47 trips deuce to pull UT Martin to
a 14-2 first quarter. CCMS led girls team dispatched Mayfield
to the charity stnpe and con- within three. 37-14.just a minute
in its game Thursday night.
26-9 at the half.
verted on .11 of those attempts. into the second half. Three minGarland pulled down six Calloway led 12-9 after the
The Lady Lakers opened the utes into the second half. Hudboards to go with his 14 points. first quarter and built their lead
third quarter on an 8-2 run and son tied the game at 39-all.
T.J. Elam scored nine points to double digits during a secAfter a see-saw battle for
took their first lead of the game
and Joe Futrell dropped in six. ond quarter in which they
on all old-fashioned three-point the next 11) minutes. Murray
Travis Palmer grabbed a team- outscored the Lady Cardinals
15-4.
play by Adams with tour min- State used a critical 9-1 run
high eight rebounds.
Karlee Wilson scored a teamThe Lakers didn't fare so
utes remaining in the period. to build a 65-55 advantage.
It appeared to be enough
well against Mayfield on Thurs- high 15 points and Abby Futrell,
The lead seesawed back to Hopwho were conday night. Calloway dropped Taylor Futrell and Neely Gal,
kins Central before Calloway for the Racers,
by a slew
a 29-21 decision thanks to a limore all scored eight points,'
reclaimed it on a Kayla Cun- tinually encouraged
up
showed
that
0.1091
of
fans
quarter in which they Lauren Benson added six.
second
the
ningham dinmer to go into
at the Kathleen and Tom Elam
were outscored 12-3.
fourth quarter ahead 37-36.
State saw its
From there. Calloway's inside Center. Murray
second half
the
of
lead
biggest
game awoke. Adams began to
to 12 after a intecta by
out-aggress Hopkins Central in rise
Ray George with 4:39 remainhome games in February. At halfFrom Page 18
the paint and shot Calloway
of the Wildcats' game with
ing
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8 Times
"From my standpoint, he's time
into a comfortable eight-point
Alabama. Masthay will be recNot to be outd(me on their
Ray
State's
Murray
shot
over
this
up
puts
Hudson
Lester
excelan
line
recruiter,
free-throw
excellent
an
lead from the
horde court'. Marlin -made 4 George in the second half Saturday. Hudson scored 25 lent coach and has a passion ognized by the society of char-There's been seseral times
acter for student athletes.
over
run
14-.1
a
using
charge.
points in the second period en route to a game-high 32. for this program. He played
this year we've had to kick it
During the Arkansas game,
and hall minthree
next
the
and
school
this
loves
and
here
Adams
in gear at the end."
Masthay will be honored as one
one. 71- admitted that by holding Hud- who each finished with 13 points that's always a good thing."
to
within
pull
to
utes
•Nald. -The good news is we
the students of the month
70 after an inbound. steal by son to 32 points. that was a a piece.
Masthay will be honored dur- of
can do that.'We shouldn't, hut•
for his work in
Kentucky
nine
at
on
tacked
Holloway
.
variable.
one
on
based
success
Hudson with 32.9 to play.
ing two University of Kentucky
we can That's good. but WC
the classroom.
"Yeah, it's a success because points. while Tony Easley and
Holloway was fouled
Tyler
•
shouldn't have to get to that
on the ensuing mbounds and we won,- Kennedy said jok- Kevin Thomas each had eight.
pinnt."
six.
drilled 4 pair of free throws. ingly. "We were able to wear Jewuan Long finished with
The Lady Laker press frusDespite not scoring any
back a three-point him down, which was big."
budding
trated Hopkins Central all night.
from a 17-14 advantage the
Kennedy credits a deep bench points, Marvin Williams pulled
advantage
From Page 1B
eight of
hut the lady Storm were able
Skyhawks held in the first half.
The Sky haw ks again got to as the defining factor at being down 10 rebounds,
average
nearly
a
Despite
to outhustle Calloway to loose
defensive
the
on
came
"Rebounding. It's boarding
which
and
Hudson
off
%Lase
to
a
able
after
73-72.
point.
a
average
within
shooting performance.
halls for the better part of three
comeback bid by the Sky - end. The Racers were able to wasn't good enough for Adams for us," Adams said as one of
Gerald Robinson tip-in. but
quarters It wasn't until the fourth Robinson then fouled Bruce hawks.
outrebound Martin 38-33 and and according to Hayes. the head the team's strengths. "It allows
period that the Lady Lakers Carter, sending the senior to
to do what she does
"Lester only had like one 28-20 on the defensive side.
coach let her team know that Alaina
began forcing turnovers en the line where he sunk his two or two open looks where we
best and that's push the tempo
Martin head coach Brett in the locker room.
I challenged our
his ninth
masse
"Coach wasn't satisfied with for this team.
free throws tot the 75-72 lead. lost him." he said. "Most of Campbell. who is in
I was on
halftime.
disat
more
defense
was
he
said
season
and
contested
were
shots
to
said.
seconds
his
our six-point lead." Hayes
With under five
7 11 --47
16 II
Con4
satwasn't
I
halftime.
at
them
away
coming
not
by
couraged
15 7 15 23 - 60
Calkiway Co
"She told us we needed to get
deep three I'm thankful we had enough
play. Hudson had
isfied with a six-point lead and
being
to
opposed
as
win
a
with
Itodblese Cent. (640) — Hams 21
lot
of
A
him.
playat
run
were
to
guys
we
that
run,
hut
to
out
bench.
his
own
try from
Coeldey 6 'Asked 5 H Murphy 4 S
back ing to their style. If we are I wasn't satisfied with what we
the AU hall found the hands of teams don't have as much depth encouraged by coming
Murphy 4 Foster 4 Olen 3
and it's not because
twice.
trying to be champions. we were doing
FO: 11-20 3-pt 49 FT: 13-18 Fouls:
Didier° "Thomas, who made one and our depth was a positive from double deficits
we were playing Martin, it was
a
is
State
Murray
think
"I
at
playing
be
to
"
29
us
need
for
don't
just
with
of two free throws
because we weren't doing what
Calleweg Co. (111-4) — Adams 17
Didier() Thomas led the way very good basketball team," their level."
1.3 to play. sealing the deal
Cunturighern 16 Fields 13 Butts
we should be doing offensiveat them
look
"I
said.
their
Campbell
answered
Racers
points.
19
with
The
State
Murray
for
taithtul
for the Racer
Webb 5 Siesta 2 Jones 2
ly and defensively, bottom line."
top
the
as
a
Pcay
built
Austin
31-47
and
and
challenge
perFT:
coach's
1-5
PO:
double-digit
3-polnl
FO 13-31
Kennedy admired the envi- followed by
Rebounds: 15 Ti....,,....: 12 Fouls
ronment at Sky hawk Arena and formances by George and Carter. teams in the league right now. 2I -point lead in the second half
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Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!:
100114°

YOU NY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANCER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

7S9-1116

NEW YEAR BETTER CAREER
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Dr. Ofiekolt & Family

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.

• Higher Pay Packages
• Company-provided CDL Training
for qualified candidates
• Increased time-at-home

1703 HWY 121 NORTH BYPASS • MURRAY, KY 42071
Ahouf YOU, Bat-It It s About Your Health

411411111112 • $4141442-XIS
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ESPN2 — Austalon Open mans and
women's quaderenele, at Melbourne.
Australis
2:30 a.m.
ESEH42 — Australian Open men's and
women's quarterfinals at Melbourne
Australia
WOMEWS COLLEGE BASKETBALL
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ESPN2 — North Carolina at
Connecticut
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Legal
Notice
Murra)-Calloway
County Hospital is seeking proposals to purchase and relocate houses located at 309 and
311 South 10th Street,
Murray, KY. Proposals
will be accepted until
1000am CST on Friday.
January 25, 2008 at the
office of Director of
Plant Operations
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Murray High
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6PM on the
Is! Sat, of the month
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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DEADLINES

$615 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $12 per word per day.
:.3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Want to Buy
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fought
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.c1 sec- dinals ,
going

Allii,..1111

St

$8.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I All 3 Ails Must Run Within b Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
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Help Raged

11/2
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11
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activrfies.
060
Help Waresd
BEST Western needs
housekeeping.Expene
nce preferred. Please,
no phone calls.
CADIZ Real Estate
classes begin
February 1st at Super
8 motel
(270)223-0789
delorseadams a yahoo
corn
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated individual for retail sales.
SSOk+ potential income
possible. Great benefits. Sales experience
required.
7,1-584-9429.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on ow classifieds
wehPate ii
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
in aihnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this wetrote
However, as a national
Winne. not all listings
on the a:lbw-Mork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
, us if you have am
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Think you
•

'SAMURAI
Pleasant voices need
ed for easy phone
Wort. No telling
*mediate full
positions. WCW2
Monday-Friday. $7516 per-hour. Paid
weeidy. Cal 762-9900

DO you love woridng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
HELP Wanted. Hiring
both days and nights.
Weekends a must.
Apply in person after
1:00 PM. ()wino's,
1203 Chestnut Street,

Captain D's is now
hinng for Management
Personnel Excellent
benefits, competitive
wages. flexible
schedule Please call
1-800-285-1077
ext. 701
•

NEED full-time help.
Start immediately. No
expenence necessary.
Will train. Hourly plus
bonuses.
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E,
Fairdealing.
NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Bntthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for the following positions: Fulltime LPN
We also
offer an excellent benefit package Must be
licensed in the State of
Apply in
Kentucky.
person at Bntlhaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12Th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance expenerice
not
helpful
but
required_ Training will
be provided rf necessary. Send resume to:
1040-R.
PO. Box
Murray, KY 42071.

Position Opening for:

BRANCH ASSISTANT
• Post High School Education AND
• Two years clerical and office experience
• Position located in Murray, Kentucky
• Salary commensurate with education and
experience
Applications will be taken from Wednesday,
January 16 through Thursday, January 24 at the
Murray ACA Branch Office located at 1401
North 12th Street or at the Employment
Services Offices at 319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky. The Employment Services Office is
open Monday/Tuesday 7:30 am. to 5:30 p.m..
Wednesday/Thursday 8:00 am. to 4:30 p.m..
and Friday 7:30 am. to 12:00 p.m. The ACA
Office is open Monday through Friday 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
EEOC•AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Administrative Assistant/Receptionist
needed for large construction project
in Murray, KY. Candidates should possess a minimum of one year experience. Interested persons should send
resume to P.O. Box 32185, Louisville,
KY 40232.

ruspoolid
Rudolph Freighl
Pa BOX 69
h) 42(171

Servall Termite & Pest Control
is currently accepting applications for a termite technician and
an annual termite inspector.
Requirements include:
• Pre-Employment Drug Screening
• Valid Drivers' License
• Obtaining a Certification
(Training Available)
• Crawl Under Houses

Apply in person at:

SERVALL
6noltte

ped

Check us out
on the Web!

1'
hi

939 State Route

kith/ Pair,

Articles
For Sale
27" functional TV with
remote, $60. Black
Sauder entertainment
center, $20. Take both
for $70. You haul.
Nikon CoolPix 2000
digital camera.
Includes software.
128MB Compact Flash
card, battenes, and
instructions, $40.
Leave message at
293-3101
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts_
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
OceanvIew
Timeshare week
for rent:
Tybee Island, GA.
4/5-4/12-or-4/12-4/19,
$950-week.
(270)559-1092
ORECK Vacuum
cleaners, bags & belts
Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming w/I-ID
upgrade. Get months
3 FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. +
$5.00 for local networks. Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite for
more info. 759-0901 or
toll free: 877-455-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

TAKING applications
for full and part time
childcare workers who
are motivated, hardworking and must be
dependable CDA preexperience
ferred.
required. Must be
familiar with Stars for
Kids Now requirements. Call 270-7539356

SEEKING dependable
caring person to watch
7yr old, 3:30-6:30pm.
M-F in my non-smoking home, references
required. 293-2157

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sates
Rppairs/Upcitacipc
759.3556
140

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270759-9553
DO excellent lob of
home, office cleaning
Any time of day Will
also watch children.
pets, and housesit if
you go out of town. Call
270-978-1899 Of
270-753-0977.
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

Wont Is Buy
ANTKWES. Call Larry
753-3633

(270) 753-1713
Eoipment
99 Ford Sterling Semi.
Major rebuild 200,000
miles ago. New clutch,
new injectors. 80%
rubber, new AC system, new shocks on
rear. Al shape.
753-6988

helmets, jackets. &
saddlebags. Jerry's
Sporting Goods.
Mayfield.

FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery
Call for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270559-1424

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goode. 519 S. 12th.

Murray.

MEDICARE

SUPPLEMENT

sm4 M.i"'
S 1• lises:.1.411•Folt MIL/5
Kerrey, KY dr 1
1410,1074757
,21415114030
Isrampryik,• Aynse fleyske.cermed D,

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

mim

,

FREE HELP IN CLAD'FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

-*OWNER
FINANCING'•••
16x80 3/3R, 2 Bath. on
3.5 acres. Parts
$3,950 down, $645
month 761-7355

- PREPLANNING -

.

Dallas Willoughby
Prr-Arran
t Specialist

'4
"
-

Avoid inflationary cost.

6- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL KENTUCKY AVAILABLE PLANS

Lock in pnce; single pay or
payment plan.

PART-D DRUG PLANS ALSO
COMPETITIVE RATES

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

'70_753_1411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Ron SallIn - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Tern, IsaarstKarrn Isaacs Owners

--HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM Commercial Waste-1

Disposal

227-3574

•

All Types of Refuse Service Z

Call for a Free Estimate

Security and Camera Systems

'

Honeywell

.

1400.585.6033

k

Fire Alarm Inspection
;$b'
Electrkal Construction/Repair
Fast Illsoponse Service 24/7

Call fill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place

4 Visanic

,our ad

today!

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
"'OWNER
FINANCE"'
No credit check! 2003
3BR 2BA doublewide
in Puryear. Large deck,
$3,500 down. $495
monthly. Call Ruthie
270-753-2222.

2003 3BR 2 bath
mobile home for sale
or rent. 270-227-9140,
731-642-6181

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1400-545-1833- Ext. 283

3BR, 2 bath 5 miles
north
of
Murray
(270)752-0461

One and Two Bedroom Apartrnents
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

320
-OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check! 3BR
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
old.
Large
deck.
$3.500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCENo Credit Check!
Completely redone.
2BR IBA singlevode.
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose, New
Concord. $2,900
down $450 month.
Call 753-2222

WARD ELKINS

MOTORCYCLE
Contester:a

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

121 North

NURSE'S AIDE
Prefer CNA or CMA. but will train. We are
looking for someone who enjoys working
with the elderly. Good working conditions.
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

INSURANCE

....mumur;....•••
WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange Miller
D Farms
270-436-2215

On60(

Murray, Kentucky

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Or.C4)15 labP(bil

Winos

SEEKING someone to
assist an individual
with community actmties Must be reliable
energetic. motivated to
Send
go
places.
resume to: S Floyd;
Broadway;
425
Paducah KY 42061

SCRAP
CARS

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR-1

-OWNER
Financing2005 24x56. 3BR,
2BA. $4,950 down
$649.00 month. Hazel
(270)753-1011
12X56 2Bed, 1-1/2
bath with tip out.
$1,200, must be
moved. (731)6443164. ask for Mike or
Kathy after 6:00
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
'97 16x80. Includes
12x20 deck, 200 amp
service, like new appliances. 753-3532 or
293-8140
LIOUIDATION Soho
All 2006 Homes Must
Gol
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

Apartments For Rent

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1 Bedroom Apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
W/D,
no
pets
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1&2 BR apts, 1-year
lease: 1BR $350.00,
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559
1BR duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances furnished
including w/d, no pets
$350 month. 402-A N.
8th 436-2731

3BR townhome 2.58A.
C/H/A,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400
sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$660
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458

1BR, all appliances.
University Heights. no
year
lease.
pets.
$325/mo + deposit
753-4937
1BR, low utilities,
no pets $250/mo.
753-3949

*subscribe to the

1BR, various locations,
$275-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

Home Delivery

Cu,

Realty ilk Rashil
Rental Napery &

Rest of KY/TN

Al Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 me.__-.17•Je 3...-175.1111
6 ma-SUS 6 ma -S116.00
1 yr.-$121.89 I yr._-..$145 00
trusser It Bechar*

I Cheek
1

Money Order

Name

I St Address
I

I

.

City

I State__
I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

761-7315
WWW

Local Mall
iCanowiril

2BR duplex, nice,
C/11/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

icoravreoeiriskyosa
•

• o-

I.

* ,:

$13.00
6 roo....-.....-S52.50 3m.,
6 the.
I yr. -.....3104.00

2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, I month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905

3&48R. 26-k available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

*

* LEDGERR &TIMES *

28R 28A, garage. all
appliances. $650. 4365685

2BR, $285. C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898

*1

Be A

ProPerlY
Setvice
s=
P
21311 $225 753-6012

4BR lownhome 2.5BA.
C/H/A,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$840
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458

CLASSIHEDS

40• Monday, Jianuars 21, 2008

DUPLEX 28R, 26A.
year old. 2209 Bambi
Lane, no pets
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653
FACULTY-STAFF
Apartments
University view,
appliances. yard
mowed, nice
$500/mo. 753-8096
FOR rent 28R
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood. $400/rno
761-7355
NICE 2BR duplex No
pets 227-3054 or
753-7457
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 01-800-648-6056
HMOS For Rent
1617 Miller 48R 2BA
Newly remodeled near
university. $700 rent
7519636
2, 3 8 48R houses
deposit
Lease
8
required. 753-4109
3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose City utilities
and schools All elmInc 2 car garage
Large fenced yard
New
central HVAC system,
annual lease Ray
270-767-0615
38R IBA 306 S 15th
$490/mo negotiable
No pets 759-4826
38R 2BA, all appti
ances. C/14/A, in Hazel,
references,
$525.
deposit. no pets
270-753-1059
4I3R 213A. $675 per
month plus deposit
Can 752-0456
48R C/H/A, bordering
campus, newly remodeled 436 5085
761 6040

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am 4prr, MV

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

.)- 30

L

& Sepia

USTRAUAN
Shepherds,8 weeks
old One blue merie
one red 8300 each
270-978-1231
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
GREAT Pyrenees puppies Snow white AKC
Ready now 753-5371
Inn
Usiestoca &Swats

HAY: Timothy,
Orchard, and Clover
Mut Square bales $6
each. 270-293-8830
HORSES for sale 2
Quarter horses, gentle, good health,
1 000 both OBO or
$600 each OBO
Saddle has been
reworked $100 OBO
(270)354-6662
(2701906-6122
PROFESSIONAL
Horse Shoeing
Contact for scheduling 270-906-6922.
270-978-5280
SQUARE
bales
Timothy hay.
270-554-1403
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WANT to know the
value ot your home,
tamy or commercial
property on today's
market/
Need help with that
purchasing or selling
decision/ Give use
call, Professional reliable service
Darnell Appraisal &
Consulting. Matt
Jennings
owner appraiser
270-753 9999

NN i Ill 1 Mil sl
kit) Location.

1,113 tundition

v. v.

(Trip-

270-753-5562
279-761-181

1411tI• RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Lik.itcd i

renting
S litr St

270-436.54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

;

PREMIER
MINISTORAOE
enside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sale 8 clean
•We see boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

18003 sq ft porno loca
Hon
Lowe s
Or
Murray 293-2961
2 car garage-with gas
Mat Good for car
detang or body shop.
6500 monthly
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
availed* Pnrne location 753-2905
293-1480
&Weft
AKC Scotts/6h Terrier
1:4410004. Maw
trained (270)236-2210
(270)236-2751
753-5401

Murray Ledger & Times

Lam Property
LOG CABIN
ONLY $69.900
Lake Access
W(FREE Boat Slips
Own the dream, New
2128s1 log cabin pkg
at spectacular 160,000
acre recreational taker
Paved rd. ikg inns.
excellent financing
Call now 1-800-704
3154 x 1697

Ig

oe Fa Lit

326 acres Pens. TN
ewes 200 row crop
land Remainder in
woods with creek
frontage
Excellent
building sites 11 9
miles black top rd
frontage) will divide
$2.500 an acre
1-877-275-0543

Maw
FARM tar lease 83
Isrm acres available
for cash lease
Located 4-5 miles
southeast of city limits
at Shoemaker and
Harmon Rd 2 tobacco
barns Bids accepted
through January 31
Fenn Lease. PO. Box
727. Hoplunavels, KY
42240-0727

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGII
'All Size Units
Available
*ow Have
Climate Control

753.3853

011orad

011tred
OWNER
FINANCE"'
No Credit Checki
Clean 8 nice 38R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1,292 sq ft.
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer $3.900 down,
$475 month
Call
Ruthie (270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCE*"
No credit check' Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on (Olin Puryear.
1,292 sqIl. hardwood
floor,
appliances
$3,900 down. $475
monthly Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
2 story 38R 2BA. 1
office 2 car garage
2,400 sq tt living
4,000 total Landon
Hills Subdivision
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032
38R 2BA brick Newly
decorated
stove,
refrigerator
Large
fenced in backyard &
storage Large trees
822 S
9th. oft
Glendale
farm
Also
loins
Cherokee Hills Farm
121S, New Concord
10mi from KY Lake.
Lots of deer, turkey,
good building spots
J D. Williams
753-8406. 753-4443
BRICK 38F1128A new
furnace water heater,
sewer line, ceramic.
windows,
cabinets.
refrigerator,
paint,
stove. 1102 Poplar
$135.000
Call for
appointment Lynn
227-9227 or Chuck
293-0224.
CLOSE to MSU, all
hardwood floors, fresh
paint and ready to
move into, 4811 28A
$79.900 Cali Campbell
Realty 759-8780

91 Chevy crew cab
p/u Hit front, for parts
only 350 TBI auto Can
install
'95 Caravan 30 motor
8 rebuilt trans Can
install 293-2557

Let us build your new home!
2,250 sg.ft. living, 3BR, 2.58A,
2 living rooms. $175.000.00 on your lot.
5199.000.00 on ow lot to Riverfield Estates
Call Matt Jennings - 270-293-7872

485
Laity %Wes
2005 Chevy Equinox
AWD, 75K
miles,
$9.900
2001 Chevy 271 4
door, 139K. $9.300.
2001 Explorer Sport
97K, $5,100.
2005 Taurus. 153K
road miles, $3,950.
C&K
270-705-5973
anytime
were ckmotorsky COT

2006 Nissan Titan
Crew cab running
boards, bed cover,
25,000 miles
(270)293-4944
1999 Mazda 93000
Ext. cab, 4 door
(270)293-4944

2000 Jeep Grand
Cherokee
Loaded,
excellent
condition,
one owner, $6.800
Call 270-753-5472 or
270-293-3327

2004 Ford
Thunderbird convert
lble with hard top,
red, 15.xxx miles One
owner, bought new at
Parker Ford $25,000
753-1566, 227-1391

1998 Dodge Stratus
4dr, 94K, excellent
condition Full power
and air Asking $2,500
(270)437-4062

It•olt11cirtroro

4:.701-10-110‘11

LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp
$275,000 00. Can
753-2905 or 293-8595

TOTALLY remodeled,
hardwood floors. new
carpet
and
much
morel' Don't malt this
one, $125.000 Call
Campbell Realty
759-8780

lie

rcyetee& AWN

BARSEROSA Cycles
LLC
ATV service & repairs
270-382-2444

'95 Ford Crown Vic LX,
91.500 mi., clean, runs
good, $2.500 Call
270-767-1719

ALL Carpentry.
Additions, Water &
Termite
Damage,
Decks & Mobile Home
Repair. Larry Nimmo
227-0587, 753-0353
ANNETTE
Schroader's Tax
Service new hours will
be 9AM-5PM,
Monday-Fnday.
Limited amount of new
clients will be taken

BACKHOE1
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
while rock
436-2113
DOAN work & Track

hoe
BEECHER'S
Handyman Sennce.
Odd jobs. Free estimates.(270)762-0910.
DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
sir,it
'Hair
Home iir busint.s.

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree

270-227-1087

attaNCO
Over 40 years exp.
Saks & Installation

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

JOE'S JOBS

753-4.144 •

CRIRATIVII
INUILISINC
Metal buildings horns.
additions, remodeling,
vinyl siding, hardwood
tiouring„. concrete
Affordable rates

474-8555
DAVIS Handyworks.
Small home repairs,
garages, siding, windows and doors, roofing. No job too small

(270)227-9484
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for

Painting, siding, roofs.

decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Tnmming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
4-89-2839.

If \I I '`-•
\tiTF.
\\ \t,1 \II \E
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
Marble

Insured

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & treemork

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
•Vinyl siding •Ali
Home Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensed/Insured

24, Scars c‘perient t

removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

3301 St. Rt 121N.

DTAI OP
MURRAY

r common Gutters,
Gams Deer Service &
Repair
Omer. Ong Alemerid
(270) 293-8480

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remode
No iob too
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)3!4.314
.
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work Free
estimates
270-519-8570
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do

occur. Readers using
this information do so
their own risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees
accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities.
at

ft
Tab

753-8087
10,1 \11011,” 1% •

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

uffu

Fres Column

1 -22

753-7728
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
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JACK Russell Terrier
free to good home
293-2442 ask for
Sandra 293-3816

bed
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Jackson Purchase ACA elects officers at 2007 annual meeting
respectively.
Also
2008
Nominating Committee members were elected. Those elected
to serve on the 2007 Nominating
Committee were Keith Lowry Graves
County:
Clyde
Curtsinger - Carlisle County:
Ricky Deweese - Hickman
County; Paul Wilson - Fulton

Jeff Sullivan
Ballard/McCracken Counties
and
Overbey
Dan
Calloway/Marshall Counties.
Tommy Murphey. Chief
Executive Officer, reported continued commitment to the
Association's patronage program which paid $2.8 million
County:

dollars to its borrowers for 2006.

The following is the Board of
Directors of the Jackson
Purchase ACA: Curtis Hancock,
Jr.. Jeff Davis, Joe Forrest
Campbell, Allen Ross, Eddie
Workman, Randall Heath and
Buddy Ray.

nearl

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday. Jan. 22, 2008:
Honor inure of who you are and
what you want this year. Only

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average. 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
** You might feel pushed or
pressured. Yes, the true Meaning of being between a rock and

a hard place emerges. You
understand You might feel as if
you are not On your own turf
Information might not be as

clear as you'd like

prod
Our t

Norescops

Tonight.

ly any situation. Be a skeptic.
You will be much happier if you
don't buy everything hook, fine
and sinker. Tonight: Take some
time off.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Aim for more of what
you want. You could discover
that your multiple concerns
seem to conflict with each other
and take you in different directions Just flow and move with a
situation. Take it easy Tonight
Where the gang is
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

**** You might need to
resolve a situation that involves

your career and personal life.
Events pull your interests in
many
different
directions
Extremes earmark your day and
decisions
Stay
centered.
Tonight A must appearance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You have a way of
seeing people, events and situations far differently from in the
past You could be in a much
better position than in the past.
Listen to news as it dnfts in left
and nght Aim for more of what
you know. Tonight: Zero in on
what you want
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Deal with a partner on a
meaningful level How you see
a situation could change rackcatty in the next few days. One-

on-one relating remains key to Easy does it.
forging ahead in a project or sit- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
uation. Tonight: Take time with **** You might want to
each person who heads your review what seems like an infalway.
lible idea. The direction you
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) choose to head in could be very
***** Aim for more of what different from what you think it
you want. If you would like to is. Investigate possibilities and
see life in a new manner or a hold your position until you
different style, be open to oth- understand .your
options.
ers' input. You might be stunned Tonight: Let your imagination
by everything that you hear. spin out.
Confusion might surround your
finances. Tonight: As you like.
BORN TODAY
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Actress Linda Blair (1959),
**** You might want to think singer Michael Hutchence
before committing to any course (1960), singer Steve Perry
of action. What seems great (1949)
nght now could be inappropnate
***
later. Listen to news that wings Jacqueline Bigar is on the
in your direction. Make it OK to Internet at http://www.jacquebe a touch of a skeptic. Tonight: Ilneblgarcom.

Investigate news. Tonight' Buy

a treat on the way home
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Happy 1st
Birthday
Noah Scott
Stallons

***** You will be the ultimate juggling act Everyone

wants feedback or you to do
something
Confusion surrounds someone who has a lot
of responsibility Be sure you
are clear and direct Tonight
Chat up a storm
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Spending could get out of
control You might want to think
and consider your options. You
couid be overwhelmed by what
you are heanng Verify infcxmalion as it flows toward you.

Cure
add
pany

Ii

Order in
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
136 Yamaha Wcavonne. ***** Your spirit
is endless
Good condition. hardy Your hurnOr takes
you in a new
ridden $4.300 090. direction
and achieves strong
757-289-7088. ask Sae results You could
be rethinking
Luke.
a
decision
that involves
finances and partnerships. So
much confusiorit Sort through
facts. Tonight: Remember what
is fun in life
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** You might want to think
14 15 16 Inch
rather than take a leap of faith.
Sterling at S20
Fight now everything you hear
mounted
is not 100 percent right-on.
Call 753-5606 Extremes come forward in near-

USED TIRES

Stnce 1986

753-9562

'90 red Chevy LWB
Silvered() 1500 V8,
tool box, towing package Great work truck
$3.250 753-7861.
(270)293-6115

759-8780

THREE bedroom I
bath brick home with
a shed, outbuilding
tobacco barn and 8
acres Located in
Huta $11500000
CaN 753-2905 or
293-8595

Hill Electric
Res . Cum • &
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Cab -- 200,000
miles 350 V8 -- Great
condition $2800
(270) 804-3566

you can do that, no one else can.
Your work and interests seem to
forge ahead. You often go back
and forth in deciding what is
important. Center Yourself when
you feel too many breezes comMUST Seen Just built ing in your direction. You often
2.500
brick flip between what you want to
sq ft
do emotionally and intellectualhome Double garage
Private 8 beautiful 2. ly. Confusion often surrounds
acre lot. 3.4-mile to words and messages. Clarify
town $139,000
and s enly. If you are single, you
270-519-8570
by might
want to proceed with care.
owner. Murray.
You could tap into someone who
NEW Construction Irl
Is emotionally dna% ailable. If
city limits 8 priced to
WU are attached, weekends off
sell, Over 2700 sq ft
together will cement your bond.
Irving area 4811 38A
CANCER can prove to be help$259 900 Cali
ful.
Campbell Realty

OWNER will assist
with closing costs- four
bedrooms- rec room fenced yard- convenience of city schools'
for info
1 704AuluDon9Loren
ax/0117S,Virn or sieve
227 5818 CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs
Rsehors

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

24 Nowt saaveat
94 Chevy 1500 Ext

The
Jackson
Purchase
Agncultural Credit Association
(ACA) held its 2007 Annual
COLDWATER 2/3BR,
Meeting with over L000 borbrick, owner financing
rowers M attendance. The mempossible 800-986bership re-elected Randall
2789 Ext 2051
Heath and Joe F. Campbell to
serve its directors representing
DLll 1
1)I It I Itl 1 Ill' Hickman and Graves counties.

5% 5% ts

753-1816 227-0611

97 Dodge 2500 4x4
Cummins diesel club
cab, Neb. 5-speed
manual transmission,
p-windows, paocks, psteenng, cruise 8 tilt,
195k, looks good, runs
great $9.500.
436-5508 293-5507

Wet Cars

2000 Chrysler Cirrus
LXi
71,xxx miles
loaded white car with
blue leather interior,
$3.450 Call 752-1178

&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions decks
Hauling clean up funk
Garage, yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

•-soybean Board
AnnualPresent
4th

SOYBEAN PROMOTION DAY
Tuesday, January 22, 2008
Murray State University- RSEC, Murray Room
Registration 4:00 am - 4:30 pm
Sponsored Dinner 6:00 pm

Seminars and Discussion Begin at 4:30 pm

Featured Speakers:
Brian & Darren Hefty, Ag PhD
Minimizing Input Costs and Foreign Markets
Richard Brock
Marketing Strategies

**Please RSVP by January 17 to
(270) 809-3556**
Free Admission, Reservations Required

